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The training was really clear and exhaustive…  The 
instructor (name removed) did an amazing job 
thoroughly explaining and illustrating the different 
features of the software. The instructor is an excellent 
expert in reliability field and communicates his 
competences to the training participants….

Worldwide training in reliability engineering & advanced ALT & system analysis





Tecram Srls was selected to provide a global traininig programme for 20+ reliability engineers in advanced accelerated life testing and system analysis 
to a group of 20+ reliability engineers from a number of R&D and Testing Division of the Electrolux Group.  
Liaising directly with the Forlì division of Electrolux, Tecram's engineer developed two advanced reliability modules:

advanced accelerated life testing module
advanced RBD and Fault Tree analysis.

HBK course RSW250 Fundamentals of Reliability

Advanced system analysis and accelerated life testing

As the audience included participants from EMEA, Asia-Pacific and North/South America region, the advanced material was developed in English 
language and was presented subsequently to the teaching of the HBK foundation course RS250: Fundamentals of Reliability. 

The advanced module developed by Tecram's engineer were the result of a close 
collaboration with Electrolux to ensure that only the most relevant part of Fault 
Tree and RBD analysis as well as accelerated life testing were explored and fully 
developed. 
Over 300 hours of development resulting in an additional 150 slides with 
theory, case studies and exercises supported by the ReliaSoft Weibull++, 
Accelerated Life Testing add-on module and BlockSim for Fault Tree and RBD 
analysis. Each training session which consisted of 9 slots of 3 hours each was 
delivered via Zoom to three geographically compatible groups. 

A program of support subsequent to the training is ongoing in the area of data 
analysis and accelerated testing.

To find out how Tecram can help your business, visit www.reliability.it
Tecram Srls - Piazzale San Giovanni 3, 60010 Ostra AN, Italy

Tel:. 0039 071 7980221

General enquiry: info@reliability.it 

Participants from every corner of the globe
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